Roger Bansemer shows us the Southern shores of the United States as only an artist can. His brush finds beauty in the simplicity of a sandbur, in the intricacy of ship skeletons, in the tangled webs of shrimp nets, and in the weathered faces of ship captains. Bansemer’s Book of the Southern Shores is an artist’s journal, describing in words and images the colorful places nestled up and down these coasts as he strolls through the towns, guides his boat along the white beaches, and chats with the locals. The artist’s goal is to capture the natural beauty of the shores and share it before it disappears. Travel along to discover the wildlife and the people who call these shores home. Join Roger Bansemer as he explores the diversity of the South’s coastline—from the sponge divers of Tarpon Springs, the basket weavers of the Virgin Islands, and the alligator wrestlers of the Everglades, to the marshlands of coastal Georgia, the lighthouses of Florida, and the song of the cicada throughout the South.

My Personal Review:
I was searching for Art videos on the net, when I found Roger Bansemer’s site.
There, he gives fine demonstrations of acrylic painting in many very well planned videos, in outdoors locations and always together with his wife Sarah.
(He now have a new atraction - live deomonstrations in the Ustream site.)

In his site, I discovered that he wrote and illustrated 8 books! Soo, I bought "Southern Shores" and became wonder-struck with the marvelous illustrations of the book - all impeccable! Roger dominates all subjects: figure, portrait, landscapes, seascapes, lighthouses, animals, boats, all personages of that fantastic travel through the Southern USA!

I advice that book to all fine art people - amateurs or professionals that want to learn fine art or be inspired by one of the best illustrations that I have saw.
I advice that book too, for people who wants to travel (like Roger and Sarah done) by that marvelous places, perhaps towing a little boat (as Roger done) and remember that places for the rest of his life!!

Finally, I must confess that I couldn't resist, and bought too "Bansemer's book of Florida Lighthouses" and "Bansemer's book of Carolina & Georgia Light houses"
What a delight for the eyes!!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Bansemers Book of the Southern Shores by Roger Bansemer - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!